Don't forget-Age is a relevant variable in defining SuperAgers
The term "SuperAging" was originally operationalized at Northwestern more than 10 years ago based on three criteria: (1) age (801 years); (2) episodic memory performance that is at least at the level of cognitively average individuals in their 50s and 60s based on published normative data; and (3) performance in nonmemory cognitive domains that is at least average for age. These criteria were developed and validated through a series of research studies that identified novel anatomical, biological, psychosocial, and genetic features associated with the SuperAging phenotype [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The knowledge gained from these studies stands to inform strategies for promoting preservation of episodic memory in advanced old age and have relevance for addressing themes of resilience, reserve, resistance, and compensation.
The study by Dang et al. (2019) utilizes the rich data from the Australian Imaging, Biomarkers and Lifestyle study [11] to explore whether "SuperAgers" are protected from amyloid b (Ab)-associated neurodegeneration relative to a cohort of cognitively normal cohort of older adults. However, the minimum age requirement was set at 60 rather than 80 years, which questions whether the cohort of Dang et al. is sufficiently old enough to make meaningful statements about resilience and resistance.
The concept of superior cognition as an index of resilience and resistance becomes more meaningful with age as the magnitude of average decline in episodic memory performance over a time is disproportionally influenced by age. This is evident in Fig. 1 , which shows normative values for the delayed recall score of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test [12] by decade. Notably, there is an expected two-point decline on the delayed memory portion of Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test from age 40 to 60 years and a four-point decline from age 60 to 80 years. Because age is a critical factor when determining cognitive expectations, manifestations of genetic risk, and cumulative exposures to biological wear-and-tear throughout the life span, it is difficult to contextualize the results of Dang et al. with existing Northwestern SuperAging literature as the cohorts do not have comparable inclusion criteria.
Using Ab PET imaging, Dang et al. found that individuals with superior memory performance at baseline do not necessarily resist Ab accumulation or age-associated brain vol-ume loss measured longitudinally. Although the Australian Imaging, Biomarkers and Lifestyle study data are undeniably robust, the results are somewhat unsurprising as elevated amyloid levels have been associated with subsequent risk for neurodegeneration and cognitive decline.
What remains unknown is why some individuals in advanced old age are able to maintain superior cognition despite the presence of significant amyloid and/or other seemingly deleterious neuropathologic burden. This latter question is central to the theme of resilience and could potentially be addressed with data from individuals over age 80 in the Australian Imaging, Biomarkers and Lifestyle study cohort given the robust sample size and availability of longitudinal data and imaging biomarkers.
The renewed enthusiasm in identifying factors contributing to optimal aging trajectories is evident in the recent Fig. 1 . Nonlinear decline in average episodic memory performance with age. Average episodic memory performance on the delayed recall portion of the RAVLT is provided by decade from age 20 to 80 using normative data. Dotted lines highlight differential magnitudes of decline over two 20-year periods showing steeper performance drops from age 60 to 80 than age 40 to 60. Thus, individuals over age 60 are at risk for more precipitous decline than those who are younger. Chronologic age is a critical variable when defining "youthful" memory performance. RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test. Cognitive Aging Summit III, funding initiatives, and "approved concepts" led by National Institute on Aging and the National Advisory Council on Aging. Studies focused on better than expected memory performance in advanced age provide a clever lens to disentangle themes of reserve, resilience, resistance, and compensation and may also offer opportunities to clarify complicated relationships between aging and accumulation of Alzheimer's neuropathology. 
